
 

 

 

 

ASTEROID CITY (PG-13) 

 

The production of a play is fraught with drama and romance in 

and of itself, from its writing and casting to rehearsals and 

staging. Onstage, the itinerary of a Junior Stargazer/Space Cadet 

convention is spectacularly disrupted by world-changing events 

while each attendee and their family members deal with their 

own interpersonal issues. 

 

Comedy, Drama, Romance 

 

 

 

 

THE BLACKENING (R) 

 

The film centers around a group of Black friends who reunite for 

a Juneteenth weekend getaway only to find themselves trapped 

in a remote cabin with a twisted killer. Forced to play by his 

rules, the friends soon realize this ain't no ... game. Directed by 

Tim Story (Ride Along, Think Like a Man, Barbershop), this film 

skewers genre tropes and poses the sardonic question: if the 

entire cast of a horror movie is Black, who dies first? 

 

Comedy, Horror, Thriller 

 

 



 

FAST X (R) 

 

Over many missions and against impossible odds, Dom Toretto 

and his family have outsmarted, out-nerved and outdriven every 

foe in their path. Now, they confront the most lethal opponent 

they've ever faced: A terrifying threat emerging from the 

shadows of the past who's fueled by blood revenge, and who is 

determined to shatter this family and destroy everything and 

everyone that Dom loves, forever. 

 

Action, Adventure, Crime 

 

 

 

 

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY Vol. 3 (PG-13) 

 

Our beloved band of misfits is looking a bit different these days. 

Peter Quill, still reeling from the loss of Gamora, must rally his 

team around him to defend the universe along with protecting 

one of their own. A mission that, if not completed successfully, 

could quite possibly lead to the end of the Guardians as we 

know them. 

 

Action, Adventure, Comedy 

 

 

 

 

JOE PICKETT Season 1 (TV-14) 

 

Based on the best-selling book series from CJ Box, Joe Pickett is 

the new game warden of a town as beautiful and charming as it 

is corrupt and dangerous. When a poacher turns up brutally 

murdered, Joe decides to investigate it to keep his wife and 

young daughters safe. This sets off a chain of events that 

uncovers lies and deceit from within the community, putting Joe 

and his family in mortal danger. 

 

Drama, Western 

 



 

THE LAST OF US Season 1 (TV-MA) 

 

When civilization is destroyed by a worldwide pandemic, 

hardened survivor Joel is hired to take fourteen-year-old Ellie 

out of an oppressive quarantine zone. What should have been a 

quick job soon becomes a brutal, heartbreaking journey across a 

post-apocalyptic United States, where no one can protect Joel 

or Ellie except each other. 

 

Action, Adventure, Drama 

 

 

 

 

1923: A YELLOWSTONE ORIGIN STORY  

Season 1 (TV-MA) 

 

The Duttons face a new set of challenges in the early 20th 

century, including the rise of Western expansion, Prohibition, 

and the Great Depression. 

 

Drama, Western 

 

 


